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Intent	  of	  Paper	  
Compare/contrast retail union strategies in AU/NZ: 

O The SDA (Shop Distributive & Allied Employees Association) 
O FIRST union (previously NDU) 

O Research questions 
O What are the two unions’ strategies with respect to recruiting, 

bargaining, campaigning and organising? 
O What are the outcomes (and how do we judge 

‘effectiveness’?) 
O How are strategies and outcomes explained/understood? 



Theoretical	  approaches	  
O Five broad means of analysing power (Kelly 2011): 

markets, union resources, institutions, labour process, 
mobilisation capacity 

 
O Elements of power: Power resources + Strategic 

Capability = Union Capacity (Levesque & Murray 2010) 

O Union effectiveness: ‘elephant in the room’ (Fiorito & Gall 
2012) 



Context	  
O Industry: very similar 

O Labour force: largely similar, some 
differences 

O Industrial regulation: very different 



The	  Retail	  Unions	  
Australia - SDA 

 
New Zealand - FIRST 

O Large (212,000 members ); ie 
largest AU union 

O Long history, no recent mergers 
O Narrow coverage 
O Politically affiliated  
O Right of the Labor party  
O ‘Business unionism’ 

O Small (25,000, of whom 
10,000 are in retail) 

O Recent mergers 
O Broad coverage 
O Not politically affiliated 
O Left-of-centre  
O Activist, ‘campaigning’ 



AU	  
O …bargaining power is very much dependent upon having a 

decent presence in the first place ...well, I don’t think anyone 
would accuse us as being militant. We get criticised by that 
in some circles. I don’t really care. I don’t think our members 
particularly want militancy.  I don’t think 17 year old people 
who … sign up to become members of the SDA particularly 
want to be going out on a strike six months later… our 
capacity to be able to deliver for  our members is very much 
dependent upon our bargaining power, our bargaining power 
is dependent upon density and size, so recruitment is 
extremely important. (SDA State Official, 2010) 



SDA	  Strategies	  
O ‘Recruiting to stand still’ 
O ‘Bargain first, recruit later’ 
O Infill recruiting after each agreement 
O Greenfields recruiting rare 
O Avoidance of conflict 
O ‘Campaigning’ rare 
O Relationships with employers key 



NZ	  
O Farmers department shop have been the promoters of the 

Christmas Parade forever; and on one of their shops 
downtown they have a big Santa that use to blink and used 
to have a rather naughty finger. So we were in bargaining 
with them; and we held a ‘Skinny Santa’ parade the week 
before the Christmas parade ... and we bussed Farmers 
workers in from all over the place ... That was a lot of fun. I 
think we would have gotten away with it, except they didn’t 
like our rat. We borrowed UNITE’s rat.  ... They’ve got this 
monster great rat that you blow up and we stuck the rat 
outside the Farmers shop in the main street. (FIRST Union 
national official, 2011) 



FIRST	  Strategies	  
O Vigorous campaigner 

O Attack brands (Progressive, The Warehouse, Levin NW Supermarket) 
O Use of media 
O Program of greenfields organising 
O Prepared to take industrial action 

O Tensions re targets for organisers 

O Higher reliance on delegates as a ‘first line’ 

O Some recruiting levers (eg ‘passing on’, ‘hours bank’) 

O Some cross-Tasman transfer of management strategy 

O Uncomfortable about ‘dancing’ with employers 



Outcomes	  
O Wages: collective 

agreements 6% 
above min wage 

O CB coverage: 5% 
retail (vs 13% 
overall) 

O Union density: 6% (vs 
17% overall) – 
aggregate nos have 
increased 

O Wages: lowest is 
11% above min 
wage, large 
supermarkets 22% 

O CB coverage: 37% of 
retail (vs 43% 
overall) 

O Union density: 16% 
(vs 18% overall) – 
aggregate nos have 
declined a little 



Discussion	  
 
O Power (drawing on Kelly 2010) 

O Market power: service industry, but possible growth of 
online retailing; dominance of labour markets 

O Labour process: NZ: supply chain coverage 
O Institutional supports: much stronger in Australia 



Power	  Resources	  &	  
Capabilities	  

Source: Levesque and Murray 2010 



Union	  resources	  and	  
mobilisation	  capacity	  

O AU more infrastructural resources (rarely used) 
O NZ few resources but a wider ‘repertoire of contention’ 
O Internal solidarity/narrative resources differ – ideology and 

history 
O Network embeddedness: 

O Political: high in AU; low in NZ (conservative govt) –i.e. 
‘political leverage’ 

O Other: conservative orgs (AU); Maori/Pasifika links (NZ) 
O Framing differs: AU less emphasis on member agency & on 

employer power 
O Limited use as yet of cross-border intermediating capacity 

(e.g. via UNI) 



Conclusions	  
O NZ union struggles for traction in highly unfavourable 

neoliberal environment (despite a ‘mobilising frame’) 

O AU union maintains prototypical ‘business unionism’ 
approach, and political leverage (in the right context), 
but at expense of mobilisation capacity/worker voice 

O Legislative protection key for the low-paid 

O ‘Effectiveness’ a combination of union capacity and 
state action 


